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About the Company

DigiCert is the world’s leading provider of scalable TLS/
SSL, IoT and PKI solutions for identity and encryption. 
The company is recognized for its enterprise-
grade certificate management platform, fast and 
knowledgeable customer support, and market-leading 
security solutions. For the latest DigiCert news and 
updates, visit digicert.com or follow @digicert. 

The most innovative companies, including 88% of the 
Fortune 500 and 98 of the 100 top global banks, choose 
DigiCert for its expertise in identity and encryption for 
web servers and Internet of Things devices. DigiCert 
fills an important role in the economy, securing more 
than 28 billion web connections every day.

Headquartered in Lehi, Utah, DigiCert is privately owned 
and employs around 1,200 workers with support from 
16 offices in California and internationally. DigiCert has 
the industry’s top talent and resources to accelerate 
innovation of SSL and PKI solutions and continue 
to shape industry standards work that keeps its 
customers at the forefront of evolving security threats 
and solutions. 

About the Products

DigiCert innovates to advance TLS and PKI-based 
solutions for securing the enterprise and emerging 
markets such as IoT, cloud, and DevOps. DigiCert 
CertCentral® is an award-winning, enterprise-grade 
TLS management platform. DigiCert ONE is a modern, 
holistic approach to PKI management. Based on 
an advanced, container-based design, DigiCert ONE 
allows customers to rapidly and flexibly deploy in any 
environment, automate enrollment, and customize 
workflows. 

DigiCert is a pioneer with customer-focused products, 
tools, and platforms that advance strong security, 

including being the first certificate authority (CA) to:

• Offer PQC test kit

• Offer unlimited reissues and enable Wildcard 

certificates

• Offer CT log monitoring service

• Partner with Microsoft in enabling EV Code 
Signing certificates from day one

• Launch independent Certificate Transparency 
Log Server

• Offer TLS for Tor browser

• Develop Multi-Domain (SAN) certificates in 
partnership with Microsoft

• Issue certificates that meet the Direct protocol 
and are cross-certified with the U.S. FBCA for 
secure health records exchange

• Market unlimited server licenses and  
free reissues

• Market free duplicate certificates

• Issue certificates to provide identity for drones

Supporting its customers’ needs for PKI-based security 
solutions that scale and save costs, DigiCert focuses 
on standards-based offerings that integrate with 
customer systems and platforms and drive automation 
in the enterprise via APIs and leading certificate 
enrollment protocols. The company offers an award-
winning support team, available online or offline 24/7 
and in multiple languages.

Mission

DigiCert is intent on continuing to drive the online trust 
market toward better practices by providing higher trust 
and value to its consumers. DigiCert sets high goals for 
its product innovation, industry standards support, and 
superior customer experience.
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